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ADHERENT COMPACT SPACES

ROBERT L. KRYSTOCK

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. A new class of //-closed spaces, herein referred to as the class of

adherent compact spaces, is introduced—and shown to be properly contained

in the class of C-compact spaces. It is also shown, using a construction of Goss

and Viglino, that these spaces need not be seminormal.

1. Introduction

//-closed spaces were introduced by Alexandroff and Urysohn at a time when

our present-day definition of compactness had not yet been settled upon. The

term "compact" had been used in reference to sequential compactness, and

in reference to countable compactness. It had not yet been determined that

compactness, as defined today, is preserved in the passage to products; and,

Alexandroff and Urysohn had only recently applied our present-day definition

of compactness to topological spaces in general. (See Willard [13], Historical

Notes.)

A space X is //-closed (Hausdorff-closed) if X is a closed subset of every

space in which X is embedded. (All the spaces considered herein are assumed

to be Hausdorff.) Equivalently, X is //-closed if and only if (i) every open

cover of X contains a finite subcollection whose closures cover X, or (ii)

every open filter on X has nonempty adherence.

Whereas compactness is an absolute property, //-closure is not. An //-closed

space is necessarily //-closed relative to every space in which it is embedded,

but a subset of a space Y which is //-closed relative to Y need not be //-

closed. (A subset 5 of a space Y is //-closed relative to Y if every cover of

S consisting of open subsets of Y contains a finite subcollection whose closures

in Y cover X .) On the other hand, whereas a space X can be embedded in a

compact space if and only if it is Tychonoff, every space X can be embedded

in an //-closed space. (See Katètov [6], Fomin [3], and Liu [8].)
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A subset of a space Y which is //-closed relative to Y is called an //-set

(of Y ); and, although //-sets have thus far played an important role in the

development of the theory of //-closed spaces, the exact relationship between

//-sets and //-closed subspaces is as yet undetermined. There is evidence that,

to some extent, the two are similar, e.g., whereas the cardinality inequalities for

the number of compact subspaces of a space (established by Burke and Hodel

in [2]) are satisfied when the words "compact subspaces" are replaced by " //-

closed subspaces," they are also satisfied when the words "compact subspaces"

are replaced by " //-sets" (Bella [1]). On the other hand, there is evidence that

the difference between the two is vast, e.g., a space in which every closed subset

is //-closed is necessarily a compact space (M. H. Stone [10] and Katëtov [6]),

but a space in which every closed subset is an //-set need not be compact

(Viglino [11]).

That difficulties have been encountered in dealing with //-sets is evidenced

by the situation regarding the C-compact spaces (those //-closed spaces having

the property that every closed subset is an //-set) and the //-closed seminor-

mal spaces (those //-closed spaces having the property that every closed subset

possesses a neighborhood base consisting of regular open sets). Whereas, for

the past eighteen years, the //-closed seminormal spaces have comprised the

only known class of noncompact //-closed spaces properly contained in the

class of C-compact spaces, little is known regarding either of these classes of

spaces. (Although it is well known that every continuous mapping of a C-

compact space (into a Hausdorff space) is a closed mapping, this property is

not a characterization of C-compact spaces (Goss-Viglino [4]). As in the case

of the C-compact spaces, the //-closed seminormal spaces can be defined solely

in terms of //-sets (see Krystock [7]).

It was previously thought that further development in the area of C-compact

spaces would have to await the discovery of new characterizations of //-sets—

characterizations which would render the //-sets easier to deal with (if indeed

such characterizations exist). However, the results obtained herein provide for

an alternative. Previously, this author showed in [7] that although an //-set of

an //-closed space X need not be the adherence of some open filter defined

on X, the open filter adhérences of X are necessarily //-sets of X. More

recently, Porter and Tikoo showed in [9] that every //-closed subspace of an

//-closed space is an open filter adherence. Moreover, the //-closed space « W

of Example 2.4 of [7] was therein shown to have the property that every //-set

of hW is the adherence of some open filter defined on hW, and it is well

known that hW contains an //-set which is not //-closed. Thus, in an //-

closed space, every //-closed subspace is an open filter adherence, every open

filter adherence is an //-set, and neither of these implications reverses. For the

first time, there is a concept which separates //-sets and //-closed subspaces—

suggesting (in view of the results obtained by Stone and Viglino) the existence

of noncompact C-compact spaces which are not defined in terms of //-sets in

general. This existence will be established below.
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In what follows, attention will be focused upon those //-closed spaces having

the property that every closed subset is an open filter adherence. These spaces

will herein be called adherent compact spaces, and will be shown in §3 to com-

prise a class of //-closed spaces which is properly contained between the class

of compact spaces and the class of C-compact spaces. In §4, it will be shown

that adherent compact spaces need not be seminormal, thus establishing that

the adherent compact spaces comprise a previously unknown class of //-closed

spaces.

2. Basic definitions and notation

A topological space X is C-compact if every closed subset of X is an //-set

(of X ). A nonempty subset S of a space X is an H-set (of X ) if every open

filter on X which meets S, has a cluster point in S ; and X is H-closed if X

is an //-set of X.

If 9 is an open filter on a space X and S ç X, then & meets S if each

F G 9 meets S (i.e., if F n S ¿ 4> for each F G SF ); and x G X is a

cluster point of 9" if x € ad.^ = nf€$r cl F . A subset S ç X is an open filter

adherence if S = ad 3? for some open filter "§ on X .

A space X is seminormal if every closed subset of X possesses a neigh-

borhood base consisting of regular open sets, and S ç X is regular open if

S = int(clS).

For a subset S of a space X, ns will be used to denote the open neighbor-

hood filter of 5 ; and if S = {x}, «v will be used. The 6-closure of S is the

set cleS = {xGX\clNnS ^4> for all N g nj .

3.    C-COMPACTNESS AND OPEN FILTER ADHERENCES

Example 3.1 [11, Example 2]. Let A = {ai} = (1/7, l/j)\i,j G N} and C =

{c¡ — (l/i ,0)\i G N} where N denotes the set of positive integers. Let X -

AöC U {a}, and let {/V}¡eN be a partition of N into infinitely many infinite

equivalence classes. The topology on A is the discrete topology, and a basic

neighborhood of c¡ (resp. a ) is of the form

UJC¡) = {c,} u {au\j >k}u {apj\p >k,jG N.}

(resp. Uk Ja) = {a} U j apJ\p > k. j £ \J /V. I

where F is any finite subset of N). The space X is //-closed and seminormal.

(See [12].)

Remark 3.2. The point ex G X of Example 3.1 is denoted by co in Example

2 of [11]; and although the neighborhoods of oo were therein defined in less

restrictive fashion, it is easily seen that they yield the same neighborhood system

as do the Uk F(a) 's.
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Remark 3.3. Note that for fixed n G N, the assignment to each cj (resp. to

a ), basic neighborhoods of the form

Un,Jc,) = {?,} U {atj\j >k}u {apj\p >k,JG Ni+J

(resP- Un,kAa) = {«} u | aPJ\P >k, j£\J Ni+H I

yields an //-closed seminormal space—which will be denoted by Xn . (Easily,

Xn is //-closed; and, seminormality follows directly from the argument given

in Example 2 of [12].)

Example 3.4. For n G N, and a fixed partition {N¡}¡ N, let Xn denote the

//-closed seminormal space described in Remark 3.3; and for n = oo, let Xn

denote a copy of Xx . For « g N* = N u {oo} , An (resp. Cn ) will be used to

denote the copy of A (resp. C ) in Xn. Correspondingly, c" (resp. a"j,a")

will denote the point c¡ (resp. a¡, , a ) of Xn .

Let W be the quotient space obtained from the disjoint union, \^neN. Xn,

by identifying c°° with a1 for each i G N. Let 0 be a bijection of U„ga; Cn

onto N , and let Y denote the space consisting of all points in W u {ß} with

topology determined as follows:

for y (f. {/?} U ((jn€N CJ , the basic neighborhoods of y are as defined in

W,
for c'" G \Jn€N Cn, the basic neighborhoods of c'" are of the form

Nk(c'") = ^WO^O where Um,kiO is as defined in Xm , and VJc™) =

{a"pj\p G N ,j G A^(£jB) ,k <n < oo} , and

a basic neighborhood of ß is of the form Nk F(ß) = {ß}L> Vk F(ß) where

VkAß) = {a"PJ\P £ NJ t Ucfef^cf»)»* < « < oo} and F is any finite

subset of lJneA, C„ .

Note that for i, m , and fc, in V, and each F ç U„eA, C„ , U*<„«x, Cn ^

civ,(c;")nciv,)/:.(^).

Proposition 3.5. T«? ^pacé" 7 /s C-compact.

Proof. W is Hausdorff by construction; and it is easily seen that {VJc™)\k G

N} and {Vk F(ß)\k G N,F is a finite subset of \JneN CJ are bases for free

open filters on Y\[{ß} u (\JneNCJ]. Thus, to show that Y is Hausdorff, it

suffices to show that each pair of points in {/?} u (\JneN CJ can be separated

by disjoint open sets. So let c], cr} G \JneN Cn with s / r and/or i ^ j,

and let m = max{/ + j ,r + s} . Then Nm(cs(), Nm(c'), and /Vm F(jS), where

F = {cj ,cj are pairwise disjoint basic neighborhoods. Thus Y is Hausdorff.

Now let B be any closed subset of Y ; and let 9 be any open filter on

Y which mets B. If .^ meets B n Xn for some n G N*, then fnl^E

{G C\ Xn\G G &} is a base for an open filter on Xn which meets the closed

subset B n Xn of X .  Since Xn  is C-compact, f ni , and therefore S7,
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has a cluster point in B n Xn ç B. On the other hand, if & fails to meet

each B n Xn, then for k G N there exists Gk G W such that Gk n B ç

U*<„<oo XMa"} i and if GkDBn ({Jnen CJ ¿4 for k G N, then for C7 G & ,

<ß^GnGkDBn (\Jn€N CjçGnGknBn (\Jk<n<00 CJ Q cl A^c") for every

c-" S U„eAf Cn and therefore for every cf eßn (U„ejV C„). It follows that for

c'- efin (\JneN CJ , NJc™) G nc? and G G %, G n /\(c;m) t cp so that S?

has a cluster point in B n (U»g;v CJQB.

Now suppose that ^ fails to meet each B n Xn, n G N*, and that G n

5 n (U„€* CJ = 0 for some G G 2? . If for c™ G {jn€N C„ , cf ¿ ad5? n B ,

let VA. Jß) = {/?} U {flpjp GN ,q (t \JcT€F N^.k < « < oo} be any basic

neighborhood of /?, and let G be any element of 9. There exists Gef and

JëiV such that Ns(c'")nGr)B = cp for each c™ G F so that if r = max{k ,s} ,

then G = Grr\GnGnGGg' suchthat cp ± GnB ç Gr\Bn[(Jr<n<00XJ{a"}]n

[Y\UneNCn]n[Y\\Jc,„eFNr(c^)] = GnBD{anpq\p G N,q £ IJ^A^r <

« < oo} c NkF(ß). ' It follows that ß G (ad G) n (cl fi) = (ad G) n B, and

therefore, Y is C-compact.

The next lemma follows directly from the proof of Proposition (2.3) of [7].

Lemma 3.6. A nonempty subset S of an H-closed space X is an open filter

adherence if and only if for x G clö S\S, there exists Nx g rjx sucn tnat for

every finite subset {x, ,x7, ... ,xj ç cl^SVS, int(U"=1 cl Nx ) <lS = cf>.

Proposition 3.7. The subset, UneNCn , of Y is a closed subset of Y which is not

an open filter adherence.

Proof. It is easy to see that U„eAf Cn is closed and that cle(lJ„eA, cn)\ U„eA7 cn

= {ß} U {a\i G N}. Let {NkF(ß)} U {UlkiJFi(al)\i G N) be any cover of

cVU„eA< c„)\{JneN Cn by basic neighborhoods. Let r > max({k} U {m\c" G

F) u [cp(c'f)\c'" G F}) and let / > max{7",Â:r}. It will be shown that Nr(crt) ç

clNkF(ß)öclUrkrFr(ar). Now

(i) t > r > max({A:} U {m\c" G F}) implies that c\ G clNk F(ß) and

c¡ £ F so that K«) = {a"pj\p G N,j G N^yn > r} ç {a"pj\p G

NJ t öcTeF^(cT),n>r} = VlF(ß)CVkF(ßjcNkF(ß),

(ii) t> r> max({k}u{(p(c'")\c'" G F}) implies that {apj\p > r,j G N¡+J ç

{a"pj\p G N,j £ (Jc,„eF N^^n > r} = VJß) Ç Vk Jß) ç NkJß),
and

(iii)   / > max{r,kj and r > max({k} U {(p(c'")\c'" G F}) imply {artj\j >

r} = {a'j\j i (JireF%{c.r)J >r}U {atJ\j G (jc,„eF N^,;i),j > r) ç

K Jß) U {arpj\p >t,j £ \Ji€FrNi+r} ç Nr Jß) u {arpj\p > kr,j £

Ui€FrNl+jCNk^(ß)öUrMr^(ar).
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Thus /V «) = tf,,(0 U V(crt) = {<} U [artj\j > r} U {fl;,|p >Me V,+r} u

V(crt) ç {<}U{a;yU > r}öNkJß) ç {crJuUrkrFr(ar)uNkJß) ç clATfc Jß)U

cl t/. A. f (ar) so that \JneN Cn is not an open filter adherence.

Remark 3.8. Note that any open cover of [jneN Cn by basic neighborhoods

contains no finite subcover, so that U„€aí C„ is not a compact subset of Y.

Thus Y is not compact.

Lemma 3.9. [7, Proposition (2.2)]. If S is an open filter adherence of an H-

closed space X, then S is an H-set of X.

Proposition 3.10. If X is H-closed and every closed subset of X is an open filter

adherence, then X is C-compact.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.9.

Definition 3.11. A space X will be called adherent compact if X is //-closed

and every closed subset of X is an open filter adherence.,

Corollary 3.12. The class of adherent compact spaces is properly contained be-

tween the class of compact Hausdorff spaces and the class of C-compact spaces.

4. Adherent compact spaces need not be seminormal

Example 4.1. [5, Example]. Let A = [anm = (1/2« - l,l/m)\n,m G N},

B = {bnm = (1/2« , -l/m)\n,m G N), C = {cn = (1/2« - 1,0)|« e N), and

D = {dn = (1/2«,0)|« g N}. Let {A~,}/eJV (resp. {NJx}ieN) be a partition of

N (resp. Nx ) into infinitely many infinite equivalence classes, and let <fi be a

bijection of A to N\{ 1}. Let X = AuBuCuDu {oo} and, for x G X, let

a basic neighborhood N   of x be determined as follows:

if x € A, then Av is of the form NJaij) = {a(j} U {bnm\n > k, m g

Ni¡¡(a j} where k g N;

if x G B , then N = {x} ; i.e., B is discrete;

if x G C , then Nx is of the form NJcJ = {c¡} U // U {bpq\p >k,q G

UaèH N-Ha} where Hs {a,Jm ^ k) u K,> >k,mG A,} and k G N ;

if x G D, then Av has the form NJd¡) = {di}Ll{biJ\j > k}u{bnm\n >

k, m G N'J where k G N ; and

if x — oo , then Nx is of the form Nk r(oo) = {oo} u (X\Tk r) where

rA,. = C öD U (Ut.IA^,-) U A(c/,)]) and tV, r e V.
Z is C-compact but not seminormal.

Remark 4.2. It is easily seen that the assignment of neighborhoods to points

in  X\{oo}   is a valid one.   And, Lemma 4.4 will yield  cl Tk r = CuOu

(\Jk=x[clNr(ct) uclNr(di)]) = Tk r so that the assignment above is valid for

all points in X .

Remark 4.3. The space X of Example 4.1 is essentially the space constructed

by Goss and Viglino in [5].   Because of misprints it is difficult to ascertain
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precisely how the basic neighborhoods were defined therein. However, with

the basic neighborhoods defined as in Example 4.1, it is easily seen that X is

//-closed and that the argument of [5] regarding seminormality remains valid.

C-compactness of X will follow from Propositions 4.5 and 3.10.

Lemma 4.4. Let X be the space of Example 4.1. If x G X and Nx is any basic

neighborhood of x , then cl N\Nr ç C U D.
X X

Proof. If x G A, say x = a and Nx = NJa ), then since cp is bijective,

NJapq) n Nr(a¡j) - <p for all i,j,r G N such that p ^ i and/or q / j.

Also, X\Tp , G «^ such that NJapq)nX\Tp , ç Nx(cp)nX\Tp , = 0. Hence

(cl Nx\Nx)ñ (A ö{oo}) = (p.
If x € C, say x = c¡ and Nx — Nk(c¡), then for a G A either a g

NJc¡) or apq cf. NJc¡) so that either NJapq) ç NJc¡) or, for r g N,

Nr(apq) ç X\NJcJ Also, X\T k g «œ such that X\T( k ç X\NJcJ
Hence, (cl NJNJ D(Au {oo}) = <f>.

If x G D, say x = c/( and Nx = NJd¡), then since cp maps /I to V\{1},

N,+{(apq)nNk(di) = 4>forallp,qGN. Also, X\T( k g «^ suchthat X\T¡ k ç

X\NJd¡). Hence, (cl NJNJ n(Au {oo}) = cp.

If x = oo and A^ = JT\7"fc r, let a be an element of A. Either a g

Nr(c¡) for some i G {1,2, ... ,k} and therefore Nr(apq) ç /V^c,.) ç Tk r ç

X\Nx, or ûm G ^n(nf=1[^WA/)]) Ç An(X\(jlx[Nr(c¡)oNr(d¡)]) ç
^\rA' ,7- = ^oo • Hence (cl NxW n ^ u {°°» = ^ •

Since B is discrete, if b    G B , then 6    £ cl NJNx for every x € X and

Thus if jcel and Nx is any basic neighborhood of x , then (clNJNJ n

(/I U 5 U {oo}) = cp. This establishes the lemma.

Proposition 4.5. The space X of Example 4.1 is adherent compact.

Proof. Since X is //-closed, it suffices to show that every closed subset of X

is an open filter adherence. To this end, let S be any closed subset of X

and assume that 5 is not an open filter adherence. Then, given any cover

{Nx\x G cle5\5} of cleS\5 consisting of basic neighborhoods contained in

X\S, there exists a finite subset {xx ,x-,, ... ,xj ç cle5\5 such that cp ̂

int(U;=1 clNJCsS ç (IX, clNJnS = [lj;=1(clNJNJ]nS ç (CuD)nS by
Lemma 4.4. If C n S ¿ cp, let cJ. e C n S ; and if D n S ¿ cp, let d¡GDnS.

Let «7 = max{/,y} and let iV^ = (X\Tm J f) (X\S). (If CnS = 0 take
m = / ; and if DnS = cp, take m = j .) For x G cle5\(5 U {oo}), let NJx)

be any basic neighborhood of x contained in X\S. It will be shown that the

cover {N^} u {/\(x)|x G cle5\(Su {oo})} of cleS\S has the property: if

{x1,x2,...,xrt}ÇcleS\.S,then int[(Jlx cl NJx ,)]n S = eh .

Let {x2,x2, ... ,x;j} ç cle5\5 and suppose that cp,drG int[[j"= j cl /VA(x;)]

nS. Then inl[{j"=xclNk(xl)] contains some basic neighborhoods of cp and

i/r, and therefore contains {a   \q G N-,q > /}  and {è  j? G #,',# > /}  for
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some l G N. However, given / G {1,2,...,«} :

if xi = avw € A . then clNk(xj) n ty,,l« 6 iV,,0 > /} ç {avJ

and QlNJX,) n {brq\q G N[,q > /} ç {¿^ > k ,q G A^} n

{¿>rJ? e A-,',« > /} = <t> ; if .¿fr = c„ G C , then cv <£ {Cj,cp}
so that dNJxt) n {apq\q G Nj}qt > 1} ç [{avq\q >k}U {ajs >

k ,q G NJ]n{apq\q G Nj ,q > 1} = 4> and cl NJxt) D {brq\q G

N[,q > 1} Ç {bsq\s > k,q G {Jm>lNJ n {¿J? G W(,« >
1} = cp ; and if x, = dv G D , then dv <£ [d^dj so that

clA^x,) n {apq\q G Nj,q > 1} = cb and clA^x,) n {brq\q G

N[,q > 1} Ç [{bvq\q >k}U {bsq\s >k,qGN';}]n {brq\q G

N'x,q>l} = <P.

Since clA^ n [{apq\q G NJtq > 1} U {brq\q G A,' ,q > /}] ç (^[clV,^) U

clN^d^nliaJq G Njjuib^q G Nix}]C(X\[clNx(cj)UclNx(dl)])n[Nx(cj)U

A,^,)] = 0, it follows that [(X, clNJx,)] n [{«M|« G A.,« > /} u {brq\q G

N'x,q > 1}]Ç {xx,x2, ... ,xn} . This is a contradiction since {a \q G Nx., q >

1} and {b \q G N[,q > 1} are both infinite and were assumed to be contained

in U"=1 clNk(xt). Thus every closed subset of X is an open filter adherence;

and therefore, X is adherent compact.

Remark 4.6. The space X of Example 4.1 was the first space recognized by

the author as being adherent compact but not seminormal. It should be noted,

however, that the construction of Example 3.4 will yield a nonseminormal ad-

herent compact space if each Xn , « g N*, is taken to be a copy of Xk where

fc is any fixed element of N. The closed subset {/?} U {a'\i G N} of the result-

ing space will have no regular open neighborhood contained in the complement

of Un(£ a- ̂ 77 • ^ snou^ also rje noted that the space of Example 3.1 is both

//-closed seminormal and adherent compact. The author is unaware of any

//-closed seminormal spaces which are not adherent compact.
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